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At VMware, we continually develop new marketing assets to help you provide ongoing customer value. The following 
integrated marketing materials are aligned with customer needs, priorities, and buying patterns, and are designed to help you 
drive new sales and increase customer share of wallet.

What you get from VMware
• Programs and customizable multi-touch demand-generation campaigns to create awareness 

• Exclusive opportunity 

• Preliminary sales and tech training 

• Access to marketing support to augment your capabilities 

• Tools to accelerate sales 

• Methods for tracking your success

What we need from you
• Trained sales and technology professionals 

• Database development and lead follow-up capabilities in place 

• Flawless campaign execution through the Partner Demand Center or your marketing-automation system 

• Consistent reporting of campaign metrics
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Market Opportunity
As organizations increasingly manage workloads spread across private clouds and multi-vendor hybrid clouds, traditional tools 
fall short. The VMware vCloud Suite® cloud management platform seamlessly integrates with VMware vSphere® and VMware 
vSphere® with Operations Management™ to address these complex use cases via intelligent operations management.

Partner Benefits
Encouraging vSphere customers to upgrade to vCloud Suite will help you grow your business and strengthen your customer 
relationships. As part of the software-defined data center bundle, vCloud Suite provides the following partner opportunities: 

•  Have a reason to call your customers – Start the hybrid cloud conversation by offering to upgrade your existing install 
base.

•  Provide a seamless upgrade – Bypass the need for a new sales and procurement cycle requiring product validation, proof 
of concept, or competitive bids.

•  Be a trusted advisor – Help customers transition to any cloud and move from standalone products to suite-based solutions.

•  Enjoy long-term stickiness – Add value with new use cases, including agile IT service delivery, improved operations, and 
end-user choice with control across heterogeneous, hybrid clouds.

•  Reap the rewards – Capture the highest level of financial incentives of 30 percent or more when selling cloud-management 
platform solutions.

Target Audience
• Segments: Enterprise; Mid-Commercial; and High Commercial 

• Install base: Existing customers with more than 50 CPUs of vSphere or vSphere with Operations Management

•  Roles: IT Practitioners (Virtualization Infrastructure Admin; Cloud Admin; Infrastructure and Operations); Director and VP of 
Infrastructure; Director and VP of Operations
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vCloud Suite Messaging
Consisting of vSphere and VMware vRealize® Suite, the vCloud Suite cloud management platform improves agility, 
performance, availability, control, and savings by facilitating the management of vSphere environments and multi-clouds 
(storage, network, virtual, physical infrastructure, OS, applications, and public clouds). With vCloud Suite, customers can now 
plan, manage, scale, and automate infrastructure and application components all from one seamless environment.

Key reasons to upgrade to vCloud Suite

• Manage beyond vSphere, including software-defined data center products, physical infrastructure, and cloud deployments.

• Simplify operations with comprehensive stack-level visibility from applications to infrastructure.

•  Gain full capabilities with added log analytics for fast troubleshooting, infrastructure costing, and cloud comparison for 
capacity planning.

• Extend visibility for all infrastructure, including compute, storage, network, converged systems, and other hypervisors.

• Create customized dashboards to provide actionable insights to multiple teams.

• Design for hybrid cloud with Portable License Unit (PLU) for VMware.
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Grow your business faster, build pipeline efficiently, and close sales quickly with automated, ready-to-execute marketing 
packages that cover all phases of the buyer’s journey. With a best-in-class portfolio of content, programs, and integrated 
campaigns, you can focus your energy on managing leads, measuring performance, and closing deals.

Email Program
Demand generation Build awareness with short, simple emails designed to help generate leads.

Assets Marketing Materials
• Three-touch nurture series 
• Corresponding landing and thank you pages

Offers
•  Infographic: The Forrester Total Economic Impact™ of VMware vRealize Intelligent 

Operations
•  Solution Brief: Accelerating Your Cloud Transformation: Upgrading from vSphere  

to vCloud Suite
•  Hands-on Lab: Automate IT: Making Private Cloud Easy (HOL-1806-02-SLN-MYVMW-HOL)

Partner customization • Branding (logo; partner value proposition) 
• Contact information (company URL; phone number) 
• Social media channels 

Cost • Free
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Launch your program in three easy steps.
1. Sign in to the Partner Demand Center. There are two ways to gain access:

• Visit www.partnerdemandcenter.vmware.com, click “Get Started”, and enter your Partner Central credentials.
•  Visit www.vmware.com/partners, enter your Partner Central credentials, and click on the Partner Demand Center link under 

the Marketing tab.

2. Browse campaigns and locate the product you want to promote.

3. Choose your partner program and begin selling.

Contact Partner Demand Center Support with questions:
• Email demandcenter@vmware.com for registration or access questions.
• Email support@ziftsolutions.com for assistance executing campaigns.

http://www.partnerdemandcenter.vmware.com
http://www.vmware.com/partners
mailto:demandcenter%40vmware.com?subject=re%3A%20Registration%20or%20Access%20Question
mailto:support%40ziftsolutions.com?subject=re%3A%20Assistance%20Executing%20Campaigns

